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Upon a question of transaction settlements, I will try to highlight some facts and summarise the 
functioning of TARGET2 through comprehensive documents of European Central Bank (ECB) and 
various other sources. Although the system has a sophisticated architecture, the mechanism seems 
quite clear to me. But I must add that, I am not an expert on banking and settlement of financial 
transactions, and would be happy to learn through this discussion:  
_________________________ 

The Eurosystem has developed and currently operates the real-time gross settlement (RTGS) system, 
TARGET2, and the European platform for securities settlement in central bank money as well as 
TARGET2-Securities (T2S). ECB and Eurosystem foster the financial integration through the Single 
Euro Payments Area (SEPA) and oversee financial market infrastructure and payment instruments to 
ensure the smooth functioning of the payment, clearing and settlement systems. 

What is TARGET2?          
TARGET2 is a real-time gross settlement system, in which central 
banks and commercial banks can submit payment orders in euro, where 
they are processed and settled in central bank money. Every five days, 
TARGET2 processes a value close to the entire euro area GDP, which 
makes it one of the largest payment systems in the world. An average of 
around 350,000 payments with a value of about € 1.7 trillion is 

processed using TARGET2 each working day.
How does it work?  

Payment orders are submitted to the platform for processing and are settled one by one on a 
continuous basis in central bank money, with immediate finality. There is no upper or lower limit for 
their value. TARGET2 is used by central banks and commercial banks for monetary policy 
transactions, interbank payments and commercial payments.

Example: 

Now let’s assume that, a French entrepreneur wants to import autos 
from Germany. If he doesn’t enough funds to pay the total amount, 
he can ask his bank for a loan. The bank issues debt certificate and 
gives credit to our entrepreneur. Bank can sell this debt certificates 
on the market to the global investors or create more credit by using 
that as collateral. In order to avoid fragmentation and possible 
problems due to national practices, ECB undertakes a crucial role at 
this point and harmonises the processes for efficient markets. 
System functions as a cycle: Cash buys securities, securities are 
used as collateral and collateral can be used to borrow cash.

ECB 
🇩🇪 🇪🇺 🇫🇷 
🏛   Central Banks   🏛  
🏦  Commercial Banks 🏦  

 A (exporter)       (importer) B
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When the French entrepreneur agrees with German 
producer in terms of trade, French commerce bank 
debits the purchase amount from importer’s account 
and submits a credit transfer in TARGET2 to the 
counter-party. In this example counter-party is 
German exporter of autos and thus exporter’s 
commercial bank in Germany.  

Following this very first transaction National Central Banks involve in the process. French Central 
Bank debits the amount from the TARGET2 account it operates for the French Commercial Bank 
and posts a liability owed to the German Central Bank. For its part in the process German Central 
Bank posts a claim on the French Central Bank and credits the amount to the German Commercial 
Bank’s TARGET2 account. The final step is achieved when the German Commercial Bank credits 
the amount to the account it operates for the German exporter. 

At the end of the business day, all the intraday bilateral liabilities and claims are automatically 
cleared as part of a multilateral netting procedure and transferred to the ECB via novation, leaving a 
single National Central Bank liability to, or claim on, the ECB. 

Viewed in isolation, the transaction used as an example above leaves the French Central Bank with a 
liability to the ECB and the German Central Bank with a claim on the ECB at the end of the 
business day. These claims on, or liabilities to, the ECB are generally referred to as TARGET2 
balances. 

Now let’s see this transactions as book keeping entries for both parties, in a hypothetical world 
where there is no costs and fees. I must also note that these entries are just to illustrate the idea, 
because regulations and practices may follow a different path. 

French importer’s Ledger     German exporter’s Ledger 
——— / ————————      
Cash            500.000   
          Loan   500.000           
——— / ————————     ——— / ———————— 
Inventories          500.000     Cash            500.000 
         Cash   500.000    Sales              500.000 
——— / ————————     ——— / ———————— 
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Flow of credit through TARGET2 via National Commercial and Central Banks 

French Commercial Bank F (TARGET2)    
——— / ————————      
B - Importer’s account             500.000   
       Credit transfer to the exporter - A      500.000           
——— / ————————   
    
French Central Bank        
——— / ————————        
French Commercial Bank - F         500.000     
           German Central Bank         500.000 
——— / ————————  

German Central Bank 
——— / ———————— 
French Central Bank           500.000 
 German Commercial Bank - G              500.000 
——— / ———————— 

German Commercial Bank G 
——— / ———————— 
Credit transfer to the exporter - A  500.000 
 A - Exporter’s account                   500.000 
——— / ———————— 

Source: I have utilised documents and videos on ECB’s website and detailed explanations 
presented by German Central Bank on the Eurosystem to make this summary. I have also 
changed some parts of the sentences, that I quoted to keep the flow smooth.


